Abstract.
Introduction
As we shall be manipulating eigenfunctions we need to recall the theory of operators in rigged Hubert spaces. Let <J> be a nuclear space, A'-space, that is a countably normed space O = f)n>l <&" > such that, for any p , there exists n > p so that the embedding <&n <-» <f>p is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, (see [7] ). We recall that an A^-space is a perfect space, and so each bounded set is relatively compact.
We now come to some interesting applications of the above idea. Suppose that an operator L is symmetric in a Hubert space 77. Assume that there exists an TV-space <P (perfect) invariant under the operator L and such that 77 can be obtained as a completion of <P under the inner product of 77. We shall assume that the embedding O <-* 77 is the identity. Since <P-^cp, we have <P -> o.
Then, using the symmetry of L, i.e., L c L* , and the fact that <P -77 -<p', -we obtain that L* = L on <P, and L* is seen as an extension of L to O'. Thus we shall agree to denote by L the operator L*, and so the definition: Definition 1. We shall say that a linear functional <p e O' is a generalized eigenfunction or eigenfunctional if
L<p -Xtp in O .
Below we recall a well known result, see [5, vol. 3 ] .
Result. Let L be a symmetric linear operator which is defined on <P and maps O into itself. Assume that <P is an N-space and that L admits a self-adjoint extension to the Hubert space 77. Then L possesses a complete system ofeigenfunctionals in the space í>'.
Let L be a self-adjoint operator with simple spectrum acting in a separable Hubert space 77. If <p(X) are the eigenfunctionals, that is L<p(X) -X<p(X) in O', then the associated isometry or ^-Fourier transform is given by /(A) = (/, HV)*** V/G<D and the inverse is f = Jj(X)(p(X)dY(X)eH.
T(X) is a nondecreasing function and is called the spectral function. The Parseval equality reads V/, Vy, G <D (f(x), y(x))H = j f(X)J(X)dnX).
Let us agree on some notations. Let L, and L2 be two self-adjoint operators with simple spectrum and acting in two separable Hubert spaces 77, and 772 respectively.
We assume the existence of two (perfect) A^-spaces <P, and 02 such that <D, k O,., i = 1, 2.
In all that follows, {<P;, 77(, <p'} and T¡(X) will denote, respectively, the rigged spaces and the spectral functions associated with the self-adjoint operator Li, where / = 1, 2 . Denote by <p(X) and y (X) the generalized eigenfunctionals defined by
L2y(X) = Xy(X) in <P2.
rj denotes the spectrum of Li, for i = 1,2. The Fourier transform in this case is given by /€*, f\X) = (f,V(X))%^,, G<D2 w2(X) s (w , y(A))^x^.
In order to compare operators, we shall need to establish a correspondence between the two sets of eigenfunctionals. Assume the existence of a one-to-one mapping between the real sets ax and <72 , namely, T : a2 -> ax.
Definition 2. Let (p(X) and y(X) be the eigenfunctionals defined by (1.1), and let T : a2 -> ax be a one-to-one mapping. Then V is said to be a shift operator if (1.2) V<p(T(X))=y(X) VAG<72.
Remark. It is clear that the shift operator F is a one-to-one mapping between the sets {<p(X)}a and {y(X)}g . Hence it is defined on {(p(X)}a , a subset of <p', .
We next extend V to the algebraic span of {(p{X)}a . For our immediate use, we shall only need the fact that V is densely defined. Indeed, from the reflexivity of <I>, and the completeness of {<p(X)}a , the space spanned by {<p(X)}a is dense in <p', . Therefore V is densely defined. This enables us to define the adjoint operator V'. By definition we have
Since the spaces are reflexive,
The domain of V' is defined by Dv, E{^gí>2|/-t(fí, Vf) is continuous}.
However there is a simple connection between Dv, and <P2, indeed, we have the well-known result that, for example see [6, Chapter 2], (1.5) V admits closure <$■ Dy, is dense in 02.
The factorization theorem
Let us start with some notations. We know that V' acts between 02 and O, , which are imbedded in 772 and Hx respectively. Hence V' has a natural extension as an operator from 772 into 77, , which we shall denote by V . where TX(X) is the spectral function of L, , and T(-) is the mapping used in the definition of the shift operator. The domain of G is DG = {/ e <P2|C7/ € <P2}. "7 Clearly if / (X) has a compact support then Gf is defined. It is possible to represent G if we knew the behaviour of TX(T(X)). where K0(r(A)) =>»(A).
Let / and (¿/ be two arbitrary elements of Dv,.
f2(X) = (f,y(X))<s>^,
and, similarly,
Observing that the right-hand side of equations (2.1), (2.2) are the ç)-Fourier transform of V'f and V'y/, respectively, we obtain by using the Parseval equality, (Vf,V¥)H = ¡V,fv,y/\X)dTx{X).
Hence (V'f, Vy/)H = (f, Gi//)^ x(t< which implies that Dy, c DG. Since the imbedding <!>,<->//,<-► <p', is the identity, Remark. We had to use the fact that V admitted closure. We shall see that we do not need such an assumption if we took V' instead of V'. For that define G: H2 -► H2 Gf = j' f2(X)y(X)dYx(T(X)), D~ = {f e H2\Gf G 772}. Here the Fourier transform is extended to 772 by taking the closure of the Fourier transform to 772. It is clear that D~ is dense in 772. To see that, take the dense set of smooth compactly supported functions in Lr ,X). Then, using the inverse y-Fourier transform, we shall obtain a dense set in 772, which is also contained in D~. Hence D~ is dense in 772, and so
Since / and ip are also in 772 > (V'f, Vy/)H =(V'f, V'ip)H and
It is readily seen that v is densely defined. Indeed, since \\V'f\\2 = j\f2(X)\2dYx(T(X)), the argument used for D~ will go through. V' densely defined means that the adjoint operator is well defined and, by (2.4), we deduce that
, and we have just proved Theorem 4. Let L, and L2 be two self-adjoint operators with simple spectrum, acting in the rigged Hubert spaces G>, ^77, <-> <p', and <P2 ^ H2 ^ ^'2 • respectively. Then
There exists a particular case where it is possible to obtain a simple representation of the operator G. For that we need Definition 5. YX(T(X)) is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to Y2{X) (denoted by ABS-úfr2(A)) if there exists a ^r2(A)-summable function g(X) such that YX(T(X))= r g(X)dY2(X).
Let g(L2) be the operator defined by We have defined g(L2) through the Fourier transform and claimed that it was the usual function of the operator L1. Let us briefly show that the two definitions coincide. If Ex is the spectral family associated with L2, then since the operator L2 has a simple spectrum, Therefore dE,f = f2(X)y(x,X)dY2(X). g(L2)f EEI g(X) dEJ = I g(X)f2(X)y(x , X) dY2(X), and so the two definitions are in fact identical.
General results
We have shown that g(L2) = [V']'v' on Dv,. Clearly the boundedness of g(L2), which depends on the behaviour of g(X), must be related to the boundedness of V'. Theorem 8. Assume that conditions in Corollary 7 hold; then V' is a bounded operator H2 -> 7/, if and only if \/g(X) is bounded dY2(X) a.e.
Proof. Assume that \/g(X) is bounded dY2(X) a.e. Then there exists M such that \y/gJX)\ < M dY2(X) a.e. From (2.4) we obtain \\V'f\\H¡ = \\VgWf2(mdr2 for/G<D2^/72, but \\^gJT)f2(X)\\dr2 < M\\f2(X)\\dr2 < M\\f\\H2 . Hence \\V'f\\Hi < ^ll/ll//2 , which shows that V' is a bounded operator from 772 to 77, . Conversely, if V' is bounded then, for any / e 02, we do have W^gWfWhr, = \\V'f\\H¡ < M\\f\\ < MWfwiU.
From the above inequality it is readily seen that \Jg(X) is fir2 bounded, p As ||/ || depends on the support of T2, (3.1) will have to be verified only on the support of T2, or, in other words, on a2. Thus (3.1) means that there is no set of nonzero measure, where g(X) vanishes. D Suppose that we need to find L, from its spectral function T, , i.e., the inverse spectral problem. Let L2 be given with its spectral function T2, and form the operator G. If we can solve G = V V', then we claim that the inverse spectral problem is solved. Indeed, if we regard the eigenfunctions as a basis for the differential operator then the result is immediate, 
The second factorization
Notice that the function g(X) in Definition 5 might not exist. In this section we shall give another way of relating the spectral functions. Let T be a nondecreasing one-to-one one mapping between cr, and a2. As usual the shift operator is defined by y(X) = V<p(T(X)). Since YX(T(X)) and Y2(X) are nondecreasing functions we can assume the existence of an increasing function s(X) such that
Yx(T(s(X))) = Y2(X).
With the help of s(X) we can define the following operator:
The domain of As is DA = {f e 02|/2(s(A)) e l\ } . Clearly As ="2~'so2, where so denotes the composition with the function s(X).
Denote by A the closure of A in 772.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 10. Let L, and L2 be two self-adjoint operators having their spectral functions such that Yx(T(s(X))) = Y2(X). Then We now discuss the case where we are given two spectral functions, YX(X) and r2(A) such that r,(j(A)) = Y2(X), where s(X) is a one-to-one mapping fj2 -» er, . The operators are not supposed to commute, and so they are not functions of each other. 
Examples
Example. As an example we shall show how to apply the above ideas and obtain an extension of the Gelfand Levitan theory to the generalized second order r,n-ic-*{)n) forA>0 l2W_\0 forA<0.
For further details see [2] . Let us prove the same result but using our method. We shall define another operator 7_, and then obtain the shift operator V. Having V we shall use (dYx/dY2)(L2) = VV' to obtain an equation for T,(A).
Denote by y(x, X) the eigenfunctions of L2y(x, X) = Xy(x, X) y"(x,X) + Xxay(x, X) = 0 y(x, X) = 1 and y (x, X) = 0.
Solutions of (5.11) can be written in terms of the Bessel functions (A = p ):
y(x, p2) = Ar(x)y/t(x)pJl/(t(x)p) + Br(x)y/t(x)pJ_l/(t(x)p), where r(x) = x , t(x) = 2vx1' " and v -l/(a + 2). A and B are determined from the boundary conditions y(0,X) = \ and y'(0,X) = 0. 
